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first
the artist's

systematic elementary structure of the Romanian artist's Endless Column:

Flavin later dedicated the gold diagonal to Constantin Brancusi in reference to the

but any other positioning could have been just as engaging.)'

horizontal because that seemed to be a suitable situation of resolved equilibrium

(I put the paired lamp and pan in position at an angle forty-five degrees above the

available color. At first, I chose "gold." ...

May 25, 1963), a common eight-foot strip with fluorescent light of any commercially

From a recent diagram, I declared the diagonal of personal ecstasy (the diagonal of

Flavin's proclaimed discovery of fluorescent light art came in an instant:

works requires a more complex reading.

artist himself disliked the label Minimalism and even an abbreviated review of his early

earned Flavin a reputation as a progenitor and chief exponent of Minimalism. Yet the

of his discovery of an art of light and the relentlessness with which he explored it, has

simplicity and systematic character of his work, as well as the almost scientific ingenuity

enduring preoccupation with the diversity of artificial light's aesthetic application. The

in 1970, and the site-specific staircase work commissioned last year-illustrate

invention of fluorescent light art in 1961-62, his most ambitious free-standing work created

The three defining moments in Flavin's career presented in this exhibition-his

tecture with acts of electric light defining space ."

1

a sequence of implicit decisions to combine traditions of painting and sculpture in archi-

an art of pure light: "What has art been for me? In the past, I have known it (basically) as

color . As Flavin himself concluded in 1965, just two years after his first manifestation of

)

usually in

differ from a Byzantine Christ held in maj

presiding presence which I have tried to re

feeling in the panel. Its recurving warp bo

smiled when I recognized it. It had more t

Last week in the Metropolitan, I saw a lar

subtle theology of form and material:

By investing the archetype of the icon with ir

but rarely with the sentiment intimated in the

acquaintances, and others throughout his care

dying)(to Louis Sullivan) . Flavin continued t

II (the mystery)(to John Reeves), icon V (Cor

cations are icon I (the heart)(to the light of Se

differing types, colors, and sizes which he cal

series of eight painted boxes with attached fl

ironic and self-conscious qualities of his first

later unparalleled application of those ideas i

Flavin's confident matter-of-fact update of B

with light.)

free-standing series of fixtures that physically

large-scale barrier in red and blue light.' (Fla

persisted in Flavin 's work-albeit

De Maria, Donald Judd, Sol LeWitt, Agnes

only Flavin's work but that of many of his co

The serial and systematic repetition of form i

becoming a modem technological fetish.'

two colors (blue and green), placed vertically in a comer, fills the space with luminous

tion as common light repeated effulgently

untitled (1996) in the two four-story staircases of Dia's exhibition building , exemplifies

totem risen directly skyward. The diagona

in relationship to a specific architectural context. One of Flavin's last installations ,
the aesthetic principles consistent throughout his work; a simple line of two-foot lights of

to excel their obvious visible limitations o
complication. The Endless Column was li

Both structures had a uniform elementary

craft could be possible.

art, systematically deployed in this limited vocabulary of form and color, is often situated

light in the form of commercially available fluorescent tubes in all nine

for drawings

dimensional or distended luminous line of

inception). The diagonal in its overt form

similar wood wedge-cut segments extende

That artificial Column was disposed as a r

colors and all five shapes (one circular and four straight fixtures of different lengths). His

and prints-of

Dan Flavin. After 1963, Flavin's oeuvre consists almost entirely--except

Few artists are so identified with a particular medium outside painting or sculpture than

(1962/63, 1970, 1996)

DAN FLAVIN

